Hunting Maral in Kazakhstan
Elk or Wapiti are one of the largest members of the deer family and
are found throughout North America and Canada as well as in
Central Asia. Maral or Asian Wapiti are found between Siberia and
China and in Mongolia and Kazakhstan. After years of over harvesting
and commercial hunting for the antler trade in Asia Mongolian herds
have been reduced significantly and now the best Maral hunting is
found in Kazakhstan.
Our outfitter has been guiding hunts for Maral in Kazakhstan for
more than 15 years with an over 90 % success rate on trophy stags.
This is a physical hunt and you should try to be in good shape. Horses
are used extensively to get around the hunting area.

Seasons
Hunting is done during the rut from September 10 to October 10th.
This can vary from year to year depending on climatic conditions but
around the 20th September on is usually the peak of the bugle.
Hunting
Hunting is done from fly camps getting you back where there is little
activity and disturbance of the game, most of the travel is done on
horseback with the final approach done on foot. Maral live in some
steep country so be prepared for some climbing. Maral stags are
located by bugling and then a stalk is planned or sometimes they will
come into range to investigate the bugle, also a cow call is invaluable
to bring a big stag close enough for a shot. It’s not uncommon to

hear 4 or 5 stags bugling in the evening or early morning and with
the more open landscape in Kazakhstan it’s somewhat easier to
check out trophy potential of stags.

Accommodation
Base camps are wooden hunts or Yurts, they are comfortable, clean
and warm with home style meals prepared by the camp cook. Whilst
hunting you will be staying in tents with your guides preparing food
like noodles, salami, cheese and bread which are light and easily
stored in your day pack. It’s advisable to bring some snack food like
muesli bars and chocolate as these items are hard to find in
Kazakhstan.

Climate
During the hunting season daytime temps are between 5 to 10
degrees C and in the evening from -5 to 0 degrees. At this time of
year it’s not uncommon to find rain or snow so you should pack
suitable clothing.
Getting there
You should plan to arrive in Almaty via Istanbul with Turkish Airlines
where you will be met by the outfitter and assisted through customs.
You will then be transferred to the hunting area some12- 14 hour
drive.

Price
Including 1 maral stag up to 14 kg 10, 600 euro
Plus Maral license
Total

1,300 euro
11,900 euro

Price includes
1 maral up to 14 kg
Accommodation and meals during the hunt
1 x 1 guiding
Visa support
Field preparation of trophies
Transfer to the hunting area from Almaty and return
Interpreter at the airport and in camp

Not included in hunt
Airline tickets
Accommodation before and after the hunt
Kazakhstan visa fees
Alcoholic beverages
Personal items and insurance
Tips to guides or camp staff (no obligation)
Summary
This is really one of the best hunts in the world. Hunting with
traditional Kazakh guides in a beautiful pristine environment for
fantastic game animal right in the middle of the rut! It doesn’t get
much better than this.

